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Abstract: P system or membrane computation created by Paun is a branch of Natural computing which is
a research filed that investigates both the computation designed by human being and computation taking
place in nature. This model of computation is based on the processes done by the living cells and its
computations are defined as applications of rules and transitions of objects. In this way, we have the same
behavior of computational power as Turing Machine. This kind of systems computes by passing from a
configuration to another by applying rules and the computation is considered complete when it halts. This
paper investigates an alternative system to the P system model using the persistent Turing Machine
(PTM). The proposed system likewise P-systems has two phases of computation application and
communication phases. We introduce the design of the application phase and leave the communication
phase for another research. Our design considers each membrane in the system membrane structure as a
machine and the design of this machine will be explained using state transition graphs. Our design has
been tested and simulated on a computer application. This design may open a new possibility, in the
future to design a hardware that can simulate the process done by P-systems.
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1.

Introduction
Natural computing has three major areas
which are Neural Networks, Genetic Algorithms
and Bio-molecular Computation. Membrane
computing is a branch of bio-molecular
computation and P System is a computational
model within the field membrane computing. P
system computes through two parallel phases of
computations which are application phase and
communication phase. Application phase is
massively parallel in applying rules inside
membranes where the communication phase is the
communication among these membranes. For
more comprehensive information about membrane
computing see [1-5].
Persistent Turing Machine (PTM) is a
nondeterministic 3-tape Turing machine (TM)
with a read-only input tape, a read-write work
tape, and a write-only output tape. Upon receiving
an input taken from its environment on its input
tape, a PTM computes for a while and then outputs
the result to the environment on its output tape.
For the models of TM and PTM [6-10].

2. Why Turing Machine
Both P system and Turing Machine are
rewriting
systems;
they
perform
their
computations
through
transforming
their
configuration from a configuration to another by
applying rules (as in p system) or function (as in
Turing
machine).
Also,
P-systems
are
computability models of the same type as Turing
machines or other classic representations of
algorithms, and, as a consequence, they can be
easily simulated on computers [11-18].
TM is a hypothetical device representing a
machine designed to do a specific task so it has a
good performance. Its model used in designing the
computer and also used to test any computation
that can be performed by any other computing
device. One of the most important uses of the TM
is that it helps us in understanding the limits of any
mechanical computation [20-24].
3. The Proposed Alternative system
P systems have two phases of computation
application and communication phase, the
proposed alternative system has the same two
phases where
- Application phase: a finite set of
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distributed PTMs, each PTM processes its own
data by applying its own rules in localized manner.
PTM can accept a stream of input from its
environment and produces a stream of output to its
environment while it computes (work), so this set
of machines form a system of parallel distributed
machines.
- Communication phase: is a PTM
machine to transfer data between the set of
application phase machines and synchronizes
process among these set of machines which
perform [25,26].
This paper explains the design of
application phase especially the execution of the
application rules and we shall leave the
communication phase for another research.
Since PTM works in a sequential manner,
the alternative system applies rules under a
condition which is the rules applied in an
ascending order according to the rules execution
priorities. According to this view, the P Systems
has the same relevance of PTM, and each
membrane in the P system can be considered as
the simplest machine in the Transition P Systems.
In order to explain the design we suggest, the
structure of this work is organized as follow;
define the system structure of the p system and the
alternative system, rules representation, rule
selection and rule execution, stating the designed
machine and its constrains, related work, results
and future work, conclusion.
5. Rules

4. System Structure
The structure of the system is composed
of a set of PTM machines, each machine
considered as a membrane in the structure of p
system. Each PTM machine has three tapes, the
first for input data, the second for output and the
third for work. All computation occurred on the
work tape and the machine interacts with its
environment through the input/output tapes. All
symbols represented as 8 bits of 0s and 1s on the
machine tapes, table (1) shows a part of symbols
codes [27,28].
The Design of this machine is
complicated; however its basic principles are as
simple as standard Turing Machine principles.
Therefore, it is better to breakdown the design into
sub-machines and each sub-machine could have
smaller sub-machines, each of which can be
simpler than the whole machine design. The
results of executing all these sub-machines are
forming the full operations of the P System
computation under the previous conditions. The
main sub-machine for the design is the submachines which apply and execute the rules which
we shall explain its design in this paper.
Since all computation is done on the
machine work tape, so we partitioned the work
tape into four parts separated by a specific 8 bits of
code for each portion to make the machine specify
which part it reads

Table.1 a part of code for symbols on the work tape
Symbol
Code
rule types symbols
Active rule
00001000
Applicable rule
00010000
Not applicable rule
00011000
separators symbols
Begin of work tape
B
Begin of rule zone
10000000
Begin of data zone
11100000
End of work tape
B
data object symbols
A
00000001
B
00000010
C
00000011
D
00000100
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The main core of computation process in
the application phase of p system is the applying
and executing rules. The computation has three
types
of
rewriting
rules
application,
communication and structure rules.
Each set of rules is different from the
others in its behavior. The simplest one of them is
the application rules because its application needs
only deleting data that used to execute the rule
from its work tape for this machine then writing
the output data produced by its execution on the
work tape.
5.1 Rule representation
Rules are represented on a part of work
tape start with the code 10000000, each rule on
this part has a rule number and rule state as
shown in fig.(1) these rules are sorted on the tape
according to its execution priority in a descending
order where the rule has the high priority appears
first. Each rule has a rule state where rules state is
classified as Active, Applicable and Not
applicable.

state and get the rule number. Changing the rule
sate into active state notifies the machine with the
last rule used and repeats execution of the rule
until the rule doesn’t found the data needed in
this situation, the rule state changes into not
applicable state. At this time the machine
searches for the next applicable rule and so on
until the machine doesn’t find any applicable
rule; at this time the machine halts. The design of
the sub machines Go-to-Rule-Part, Get-Act-orApp-Rule and Change-Rule-State are shown in
figures (2) and(3).
Test and apply rule stage: after the
machine selects a rule to apply it must test the
execution of that rule. At the end of this stage
there are two possibilities. The first, the rule
executes its task where the design makes the
machine executes the rule n times until the rule
fails the execution test, which is the second
possibility where the rule doesn’t apply and fails
in the execution test, the machine changes the
rule state into not applicable state and goes to
select a rule stage in an iterative manner until a
halting configuration is reached.

Active: the rule has the turn to executed and it has
(00001000) code.
Applicable: the rule could be executed when it
has the turn to be executed and it has (00010000)
code.
Not applicable: the rule can’t be executed and it
has (00011000) code.

Go to
Rule
Zone

1/1/R
108

1/1/R

0/0/R

0/0/R

0/0/R
109

101

105

1/1/R
0/0/R

10000000
Rule state
Rule no
--5.2 Rule Applying
The rules are applied in two stages: the first
stage is the “select” rule stage and the second
stage is “test and apply” rule stage.
Select a rule stage: Machine starts
reading work tape until it finds the beginning of
rule part (the part of work tape has the code
10000000), the sub-machine which finds the start
of rule part is called Go-to-Rule-Part submachine. Executing of Go-to-Rule-Part submachine means that the head of the work tape is
on the first cell of rule part, at this situation the
machine starts selecting an active or applicable
rule to apply according to the rule priority and the
rule state, the sub-machine which selects an
active or applicable rule called Get-Act-or-AppRule. After that the machine changes the rule
state by using other sub machine called Changerule-state which changes the rule state into active

1/1/R
0/0/R
110

102

0/0/R

1/1/R
0/0/R
106

1/1/R
0/0/R

1/1/R
0/0/R

111
103
0/0/R

107

0/0/R
1/1/R

112

0/0/R
1/1/R

104
0/0/R
113
0/0/R
114

0/0/R

End

Fig.(2) a state transition graph for
Go-to-Rule-Part submachine

The execution test depends on the rule
type. If the rule type is application rule like a→b
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doesn’t exist in the Turing Machine since its tape
has unlimited size.
Rule size limitation on the other
hand, there is no limitation of the rules size since
the rule embedded in the design of the machine.
Limitation of the number of
rules.

the execution test searches on the work tape data
part for the data which the rule needs to execute
its task, else, if the rule is a communication or a
structure rule the execution test searches on the
communication part of the work tape for the
existence of the machine number which will
receive the data produced when the rule executes.
If the machine number is not found the execution
test fails, else the execution test searches for the
data which the rule needs to execute its task. An
example for rule execution can be seen in Fig.(4)
which tests and executes an application rule a→b.
Get Act
or
App Rule
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0/0/R
132

131

1/1/R
Fig.(3) a state transition graph for
Get-Act-or-App-Rule submachine

155

0/0/R

6. Related Work
There is a few proposed related work like
“A Reconfigurable Hardware Membrane System”
[9] this paper presents a parallel hardware
implementation of a special class of membrane
systems. The implementation is based on a
universal membrane hardware component that
allows running membrane systems on specialized
hardware.
The author explains that he has chosen
the FPGAs to implement its hardware, since
FPGAs are fully reprogrammable. The author
uses sets of registers of 8-bit to store the instances
of objects, rules, rules priority and membranes
labels.
There are some drawbacks in this design
that we can summarize as follows:
Registers which used to store the
instances of objects have a limit size, so they
limit the number of objects instances that can be
stored in, on the other hand, this drawback

1/1/R
0/0/R

163
0/0/R

1/1/R 156
1/1/R
0/0/R

164
0/0/R
1/0/L
165

0/1/R

157

End

Fig.4 a state transition graph for a→b Rule
7. Results
The proposed design has been simulated and
evaluated by developing an application using
visual basic which was used to measure the
average time for executing one rule. The program
follows our design where each membrane in the
system structure of membranes is a machine that
has its own data and rules. So each machine has a
set of sequential code to select and execute its
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rules. Each sequential code assigned to different
thread, according to that concept all machines
work in parallel. We supposed that there is a
coordination set of code to coordinate the data
passing between machines. Also, it follows the
changes in the structure of the system which
happened as a result of executing the structure
rules.

The application runs the exampled
system shown in Fig.(5 ) and measures the
average time for executing one rule and
comparing the results obtained from applying rule
in the two way (apply one by one rule at a time
and apply a power set of rules at a time) Table (2)
and Fig(6) show the obtained results. The
experiment is done on a multiple of data shown in
example and measured the average time to
execute one rule in two ways for applying rules.
As shown in the table and graph of the
result, the way one by one applying rule is better
when the data are few; on the other hand, the
power set in applying rules is better when the
data processed is huge.

1
2
3
5

4
ad

bd

r15:a → b

r14:a →δ

Table(2) the average execution time for a rule
Multiple
number of
objects
1
5
10
20

r25:d →bδ
cd
r13:da → (c, in 2)
r23:b →(a, in4)

One by one
Appling rules
.0.0
.0..8560000
.0..8560000
.0..8208880

Power set
Appling
rules
.0.00.....0
.0..6
.0..200..0
.0..200088

r33:c →(a, in5)
r43:a →δ
b
r12:ca → δ
r22:b → a
r32: a → (a, in3)

Fig (6) the average execution time for a rule

r42: c → (d, in1)

8. Conclusion
We investigated an alternative system to
the p system; the main idea of the proposed
system that can be seen as a system computes
through two phases
Application phase: which can be seen as a
distributed PTMs processing their data in
localized manner and it cloud be said that each
machine deals with its environment as supplier or
consumer of data, and each machine has been
broken down into submachine's and we focused
on the design of submachine’s which apply and
execute rules.
Communication phase: we consider this phase as

ab
r11:a → (b, in2)b
r21: b →aa

Fig.(5) a system structure of a five membrane
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a machine coordinating the machines in the
application phase and transferring the data among
these machines; the design of this machine will
be explained in a further research.
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